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not this

live an ever. with bears
shale-long
flavored infinite desires
gain is sand
of a chosen and
nothing is more ribbon
than barking
the conference of utters
in the streets together
with cattle gold and waste

04.28.2013

not that

live shale-flavored gain
of nothing
than the in with
an long infinite is a is
barking conference
the cattle ever. desires
sand chosen more
of streets gold
with ribbon utters
together and bears waste

04.28.2013

not this

live of than an barking
the sand of with
together shale-nothing



the long conference
cattle chosen streets
ribbon and flavored
in infinite ever. more
gold utters bears
gain with is desires
waste a is

04.28.2013

not that

live the together
the cattle ribbon
in gold gain waste
of sand shale-long
chosen and infinite
utters with
a than of nothing
conference  streets
flavored ever. bears
is is
and with more
desires barking

04.28.2013

not this

live the together desires barking
the cattle ribbon and with more
in gold gain waste is is
of sand shale-long flavored ever. bears
chosen and infinite a than of nothing
utters with conference streets



04.28.2013

not that

in gold gain waste is is
live the together desire
s barking utters with co
nfere nce streets chosen
and infinite a than of n
othing of sand shale-lon
g flavored ever. bears t
he cattle ribbon and wit
h more ba rking de sires

04.28.2013

not this

in gold gain waste is ish more
ba rking de sires
live the together desirehe
cattle ribbon and wit
s barking utters with cog
flavored ever. bears t
nfere nce streets chosenothing
of sand shale-lon
and infinite a than of nand
infinite a than of n

04.28.2013



not that

sign barking utters with cog
in gold gain waste is ishmor
eba rking geode sires infini
tea than nof live them eat t
ogether desireeh cattle ribb
on fish and fitow sand shale
-lion flavored fever. b ears
tand infinite at than of nan
dinfere sence streets chosen
othing noth no no thing nott

04.28.2013

not this

live shale-flavored gain sand
chosen morse code of nothinge
together and bears waste bark
ing conference with ribbon ut
tears than the in with of str
eets gold an long infinite is
a is the cattle ever. desires

04.29.2013

not that

live shale-flavored
gain sanda is
the cattle ever.
desires eets gold



an long infinite
is tears thin
than the in
with off-street

legal chosen morse
code of nothinge
together and bears
waste bark fling

conference with ribbon
ut at gut

04.29.2013

not this

shale-flavored levers shell
legal chosen morse is
tears thin gain sunday
is with off-street
code of nothinge than
the in an long
desires eets gold waste
bark fling conference with
ribbon the cattle ever.
ut at gut live
infinite together and bears

04.29.2013

not that

barking conference of streets



gold live shale-flavored
gain together and wears
haste of nothing with
ribbon mutters then the
in with sand chosen
more anti long infinite
is a is the
cattle lever. desires fires

04.29.2013

not this

barking conference of streets
cantilever. desires fires gold
live shell-flavored is
a is the grain
together and weathers thin
with sand chosen paste
of nothing with ore
anti long infinite ribbon
mutters then the barking
conference of cattle fever

04.29.2013

not that

nothing is more ribbon thief
conference of stutters
vile an cleaver. with beans
whale-lung pith rattle gold
and baste band than barking
flavored infinite desires
drain is stand in the streets



together if a chosen

04.29.2013

not this

whale-lung pith rattle
gold-flavored infinite
desires nothing is ore
ribbone thief together
if a chosen conference
of sttuutters drain is
stand inn thee streets
file an cleaveer. with
beans and pbaste dband
than bararararararking

04.29.2013

not that

ribbone thief together smile
ant clover. with pail lunch
pits battle than bararararararking
fold-glavored infinite beans and
pbaste dband qdaste bqand
bqaundp bqaundp bqaundp desires nothing
is chore of shutters
drain is if a chosen
conference strand inner streets

04.29.2013



not this

bqaundp bqaundp bqaundp
desires nothing is chor
e of shutters pits batt
le than bararararararki
ngngngngngngngngngngngg
drain is if a chosen if
conference strand inner
ant clover. with pailll
lunchstreets pbaste dba
nd qdaste bqand nd ribb
one fold-gold-slathered
infinite beans nd thief
together filepile smile

04.29.2013

not that

choir bqaundp be sir filepill
pits battdesires nans nd
darkiundpo toehold-slats
qand nugngle than barar
if ngngnqaundp bqagngngn
strand inothing is nedrain
illl ngngutters gconfer
te dbant ararar clover.
dribr lungngnchstreem
therend qis if a chosend taste
thief aonence efold-glob
mile binfwith painite be
dtogethets pbas

04.29.2013



not this

bed togethets pbas choir
bqaundp bestir glob
painitemile binfwidth
filesires nans pillpits
battude endence
efold-tastethief anon
nd dhold-arkiundpo toe
slat than busqand nugngle
arardrop beqaif ngngnqaun
gngthing is nengnstrand
inomth choserend qis if a
drairs geocon fnilll
ngngutte ertelove dbant
ararar car.
dristreeibr lungngnch

04.29.2013

not that

dhold-hets caboose choir
han dthestir glob bled
rop sile binfwibqaundpb
ans pillpitpainite smat
chodence fileshires no
eoethief anonbattude en
lungwrench dristreeibrch
agnglerkiundpo tefold-tast
bnqaunusqand toget nund
band eqaif ngngslatt
is if as nengenstrarard
noserend qigingthing
ant corn funilll incomth
turtelove debdrairs egeo



car. ungngutte ararar

04.29.2013

not this

has intersofa collabosh
tuba kudzu tuna coda
media carrot crucible
lounge
previous access to
equipment dovetails
benign virtuality
not a soup fountain
washing tone machine
codex distributive
field trip
gap 1990s implements
fire engines and
root canals
on a fire escape
exposes the scyllabile
operates systemic
hopping spider without
leaving the
strategic codex92banetc
they helped
eighties closed
universal circle
poisonous enthusiastic
independence
magic markerts
during the inevitable

04.30.2013



not that

until intersofa collabosh
in kudzu tuna coda
public carrot crucible
activists,
council. access to
at dovetails
of virtuality
in a soup fountain
complex, tone machine
city distributive
deprivation trip
at 1990s implements
outdoor engines and
besides canals
materialization a fire escape
who the scyllabile
in systemic
class spider without
paradoxically, the
as codex92banetc
historical helped
past closed
derived circle
but enthusiastic
almost
deregulated markerts
in the inevitable

04.30.2013

not this

until intersofa tasting
in kudzu tuna meane
public carrot collectively
transcender,



council. access anothex
at moment.moment
of harnest
in a soup trade-beir
complex, tone have. as have
city freedom'v.
deprivation hummingbirds
at 1990s attebits
outdoor engines poetion
besides descripl
materialization a fire condt
who the freedo.m?
in paragraphs
class spider partid
paradoxically, occupied
as semiotic room. proven ostensible
historical semiocapitalist
past vehicles
derived otters
but branding
lentils
deregulated calibrated
in the knotwork

04.30.2013

not that

until red tasting
in visiona tuna meane
public ourselves'n. collectively
action, an action
council. disclosed anothex
disaster moment.moment
public harnest
in astonishmenx soup trade-beir
complex, clos have. as have
relatic freedom'v.
visibility hummingbirds



at investigation attebits
outdoor extensive poetion
prepared descripl
materialization informal fire condt
who talb freedo.m?
1974 paragraphs
class childhood partid
annotated occupied
as correspondence room. proven ostensible
wandering semiocapitalist
usefully vehicles
exchanging otters
conterm branding
sensitiza
languagdeht calibrated
in genesis knotwork

04.30.2013

not this

birthplace 1431 religion of
the students spring drunk
music planted characters
and decorate their garlands
with witches. pots and pans
hilltop their dogs
bonfires the herdsmen oak
anthropologists worship
circles with vegetation
spirit history smith nine
to five ecology shift
oxygen. immense
unobstructed gaining
mantle laundered between the
green. masked barrage of
robin hood picnic shields
provocation helmets pastel
fatigue bulletin zeal



pagan 500 years mayday
gathering clouds coal
control red romans
breeze celebrating dance
winter ritual logos
barricades premised burning
spring. pavements roam
gripped vultures resound
generation riot flying
categories insurrectionary
convoys standard multitude
dispossessed carnival model
festivals resistance
haymarket neo-liberal
ambience workforce
of unreason merry heathens.

05.01.2013

not that

birthplace 1431 religion nostalgia
the students spring when
music planted suburban
and decorate their prayers
with witches. pots and ancestral
hilltop their photos
bonfires the herdsmen living
anthropologists diploma
circles with combined
spirit history smith quest
to five ecology journalism
oxygen. altar
unobstructed fatalism
mantle laundered between cyclical
green. masked barrage origin
robin hood picnic trophies
provocation helmets ascendancy
fatigue bulletin survived



pagan 500 years lurk
gathering clouds night
control red california
breeze celebrating golden
winter ritual true
barricades premised dilapidated
spring. pavements pool
gripped vultures home
generation riot traumas
categories camps
convoys standard pirates
dispossessed carnival jubilation
festivals exile
haymarket self-assessment
ambience thriving
of unreason merry narratives.

05.01.2013

not this

to 1431 religion nostalgia
statement students spring when
almost planted suburban
presents decorate their prayers
to witches. pots and ancestral
sentence their photos
carrying the herdsmen living
experience diploma
earlier with combined
intelligence history smith quest
successfully five ecology journalism
overturns. altar
when fatalism
this laundered between cyclical
line. masked barrage origin
mistaken hood picnic trophies
parts helmets ascendancy
determine bulletin survived



poem 500 years lurk
first clouds night
figure red california
quite celebrating golden
said ritual true
association premised dilapidated
provoke. pavements pool
purpose vultures home
protected riot traumas
shed camps
phrases standard pirates
poetry carnival jubilation
expression exile
paraphrase self-assessment
moving thriving
carrying unreason merry narratives.

05.01.2013

not that

email to scott macleod,
in response to his latest mail:

we bought every size mirror we could find
and used every kind of smoke we could get our hands on

the problem is still the problem
my perception of the problem is part of the problem

05.01.2013

not this



email to tomislav butkovic,
re the kitchen revolution:

the Allies part is as complex as it is important.
4. Allies
If you are guided by true
feeling of injustice, you will
easily find other people that
feel the same. This step can
be frustrating because even if
people are frequently willing
to agree that something or
other is not OK, they are not
going to take action. Here
you need to be smart and
persuasive. The tricky part
about being persuasive is not
technique (you can find dozens
of tips about that) but the
ethical compass.
Tip: If your supposed allies
find out you are building a
relationship on handling their
psychology they are going to
dump you before you can say
Relationship Marketing.
we need:
allies who are doing similar things for similar reasons.
allies who are doing different things for similar reasons.
allies who are doing similar things for different reasons.
and
allies who are doing different things for different reasons.

this is absolutely necessary,
but it only scratches the surface of the complexity.

05.01.2013



not that

email to rebecca weeks,
in response to her happy may day mail:

happy may day rebecca!
beltane to haymarket and beyond...

05.01.2013

not this

structural adjush bodies, while
out this modes ox
on ethr it from
public good. universities, melf
except the under the
or rid place precis
100 year week tl
our lists is happening
further privatizati the fa
marches a cooper square
the a in may.
as thu to incl
it is after (and
is evident. consumers jus
'top talent' a s
their losses. with suffe
which r speculation, gam
what they the su
and foo savings argument
the co the boar
article f in par
in pa and accordi
bad fundr reasons g



the schoo executives of
business-person. calculus o
life which to repro
north amer global soi
economic one. political mat
by the about w
please visit: york free
have formulated. posted be
those inte by reclaiming
the pros are resist
about doing be aban
in these most respected
glorification, the real-esta
was erected. the principles
stock marl million loa
schools t course, for
from undergradua consulting firm

05.01.2013

not that

wisdom 1431 religion of
mediate students spring drunk
perfection planted characters
clear decorate their garlands
knowledge witches. pots and pans
cheerfully their dogs
providence the herdsmen oak
delight worship
love with vegetation
signed history smith nine
ancients five ecology shift
subtleties. immense
parables gaining
bare laundered between the
diverse. masked barrage of
will hood picnic shields
consuming helmets pastel



sought bulletin zeal
bestowed 500 years mayday
hiding clouds coal
joy red romans
rejoice celebrating dance
merciful ritual logos
eyes premised burning
poverty. pavements roam
nothing vultures resound
glorious riot flying
medicine insurrectionary
blessing standard multitude
befit carnival model
speculator resistance
suffice neo-liberal
bread workforce
science unreason merry heathens.

05.01.2013

not this

wisdom 1431 religion capital
mediate students spring maintenance
perfection planted theocrat
clear decorate their exchange-value
knowledge witches. pots and boundless
cheerfully their production
providence the herdsmen antiquity
delight dominated
love with barbaric
signed history smith proportion
ancients five ecology calculated
subtleties. surplus-labor
parables money-form
bare laundered between exceptions
diverse. masked barrage production
will hood picnic palpable
consuming helmets working-day



sought bulletin gratis
bestowed 500 years laborer
hiding clouds necessary
joy red independent
rejoice celebrating quantitative
merciful ritual equivalent
eyes premised wage-labor
poverty. pavements hunting
nothing vultures mixed
glorious riot serfdom
medicine cultivated
blessing standard religion
befit carnival peasants
speculator law
suffice dictated
bread code
science unreason merry field.

05.01.2013

not that

wisdom else religion capital
mediate during spring maintenance
perfection 6th theocrat
clear walking their exchange-value
knowledge noon. pots and boundless
cheerfully anonymous production
providence absent herdsmen antiquity
delight separated
love maintain barbaric
signed resorted smith proportion
ancients gesture ecology calculated
subtleties. longing
parables intertwined
bare military-industrial between exceptions
diverse. citizenship barrage production
will convey picnic palpable
consuming emotional working-day



sought infused gratis
bestowed scurrying years laborer
hiding eye-contact necessary
joy bodies independent
rejoice quickly quantitative
merciful earshot equivalent
eyes disjunction wage-labor
poverty. alluding hunting
nothing antiwar mixed
glorious dynamic serfdom
medicine productively
blessing subcultures religion
befit structural peasants
speculator highlighted
suffice setting
bread specific
science hippies merry field.

05.01.2013

not this

wisdom else control capital
mediate during reactions maintenance
perfection 6th distasteful
clear walking divisive exchange-value
knowledge noon. evoking and boundless
cheerfully anonymous accidental
providence absent functions antiquity
vexation separated
love maintain playing
signed resorted investigative proportion
ancients gesture dissolving calculated
difference. longing
strict intertwined
bare military-industrial reading exceptions
diverse. citizenship adherents production
will convey absorption palpable
consuming emotional mention



sought infused aesthetically
bestowed scurrying reflection laborer
hiding eye-contact denounced
joy bodies limited
rejoice quickly inquiry
merciful earshot anti-consumerist
eyes disjunction centuries
poverty. alluding exploration
nothing antiwar denominator
glorious dynamic questioning
pursue productively
blessing subcultures definitions
befit structural uncertainty
criteria highlighted
roles setting
intuitions specific
science hippies boundaries field.

05.01.2013

not that

wisdom else control revisionary
mediate during reactions locates
beauty 6th distasteful
clear walking divisive concepts
knowledge noon. evoking materialization boundless
identified anonymous accidental
providence absent functions casting
vexation perceives
thoughts maintain playing
signed resorted investigative semantic
ancients gesture dissolving employed
difference. emotively
strict representational
bare military-industrial reading depicts
diverse. citizenship adherents literary
will convey absorption distinctively
formulate emotional mention



divided infused aesthetically
bestowed scurrying reflection underpins
outlined eye-contact denounced
redundant bodies limited
categorical quickly inquiry
problems earshot anti-consumerist
pressing disjunction centuries
thinking. alluding exploration
explanatory antiwar denominator
targeted dynamic questioning
sidestep productively
concessions subcultures definitions
understate structural uncertainty
criteria embracing
roles abandon
intuitions theories
science hippies boundaries philosophy.

05.01.2013

not this

delicious plural sounding worms
abundance waiting hail ripe
birds fallen moth apples
compost daily pests orchard
feast rigorous spray beautiful
particular process juicing season
surplus bucket sugars canning
solar leathers additive electricity
apricots southwest dehydrator plums
burn ratio blender paper
parrafin cutting tray brittle
toxic airtight chlorine wax
refrigerated hawk puree experiment
cucumbers fermented nutrient trim
blossom content pickles dill
handfull peppercorns submerged porcelain
clover temperature brine doubt



unknown bacteria cooking bones
nettles strawberry lavender balm
shade gratification containers aspect
fragrance bundles dish harvest
delectable exhaust abandonment sized
permaculture south 12 dormancy
climate guild ornamental asparagus
sunflower combinations optimal snakes
alfalfa insects throughout carrots

05.01.2013

not that

ners aspectonment sized ural sounding
er balm asparagus rvestrdance waiting
hail ri ctokinrim permaculture sricit
y clover bihwest dehydrds fallen moth
sce bundles dish easor paperniment de
lectable exhng ittl handf apples cosk
carsburn ratio blendempost daily pest
s orchouth 12 dontalughout fetting tr
ay brast rigorous spray beaurots opti
mal snakes pat chlorine warticdelicio
us plular process juicing tife gratif
ication contulcucumberient tteria cod
oubthaalfalf sued hawk purrplmancy ab
unus bucket sugars caartrawberry lave
nd dreferigeratmergaied porxperie bri
ne sors fermentelar leathers additive
elaust abander combinatoms unknown ba
cxic nairtigh dillclimate guxfrags su
bran apnblossom content ricots sout r
aild ornametor ee eplu wull peppercor
normg bonenecelain sunflowtions ttled
nuts spe temperatur parrafin cuesa in
sects throhad pickles lavendes abunus

05.01.2013



not this

bucket sugars caartrawb
eferigeratmergaied porx
rs fermentelar leathers a
t abander combinatoms
nairtigh dillclimate guxf
apnblossom content rico
rnametor ee eplu wull p
g bonenecelain sunflowt
spe temperatur parrafin
throhad pickles lavende
aspectonment sized ural
lm asparagus rvestrdanc
i ctokinrim permacultur
ver bihwest dehydrds fa
undles dish easor papern
ble exhng ittl handf appl
urn ratio blendempost d
houth 12 dontalughout f
ast rigorous spray beaur
nakes pat chlorine warti
ular process juicing tife
n contulcucumberient tt
aalfalf sued hawk purrpl

05.01.2013

not that

entelar leath cess jug
sugars caartued hawk p
atmergaied lcucumberie
er combinat at chlorine



rous spray bdillclimate
som content 2 dontalugh
r ee eplu wu o blendemp
ecelain sunfng ittl handf
dish easor pperatur parr
west dehydr pickles lav
nment sized rim permac
sment lized ragus rvestr

05.01.2013

not this

lain sunfng ittelar leath cess
heasor pperatars caartuedh
st dehydr pickergaied lcucu
ent sized rim ombinat at ch
ent lized raguss spray bdillcl
content 2 do eplu wu o bl

05.01.2013

not that

hycucudr pickaied lest derg
izet chd rim onat ament sbi
izedillcld ragupray bsentlss
ent  bl2 do eplu ouconte
sun cessfng itt leathe lainlar
or ed hpperata eass caarturh

05.01.2013



not this

from john m. bennett
"the latest messing with yr 6 months series":

Class d’Abord

la nuit venue existing
waters anarchism d’une
heure avant the building
“new thought” l’incontinent
des dents oet nfers
,its dog ce que tu at
tends ,l’orage pp de
pied ferme impovrished
ermitage pivotal medicine
morte parmi ses mouches
lawless electricity la
voix d’autre vie a
mong windows countless
mots survivants the furnace
,telephones ,fleuves ,rêves
san fin ,glue ,capitalist
à rien ,nul seul ,bowling
,vieux arrêts  .don’t hes
itate oh menthol doctors ,sou
pçon de philosophie same
playing in the néant
,playing in the rice
.))nonsensical eeten ,de
pis la tête ,the same verb
.les yeux à peine ,biosat
,and boiling in the nuit de grâce

Half awake in Jim Leftwich’s
Six Months Aint no Sentence,
Book 43, 2013; and
Samuel Beckett’s Collected Poems
1930-1978, 1986.



05.01.2013

not that

google translation:

Class Abord

Existing at night
waters of anarchism
hour before the building
"New thought" the incontinent
teeth oet nfers
, icts dog that you did
tend the storm pp
firm footing impovrished
Hermitage pivotal medicine
among its dead flies
the lawless electricity
voice of another life
mong countless windows
words surviving the furnace
, phones, rivers, dreams
san end, glue, capitalist
nothing, no one, bowling
old stops. hes do
itate oh menthol doctors, often
PCON same philosophy
playing in the nothingness
, playing in the rice
.)) nonsensical Eeten of
bad head, the same verb
. eyes barely Biosat
, and boiling in the night with

05.01.2013



not this

"New thought" the incontinent
existing at night, and boilin
gin in the night with waiters
of anarchism. eyes barely Bio
saturnalia hour before the bu
ill boot bu ilding bald head,
the same verb teeth-toe nfers
.)) nonsensical Eeten of eden
, picts ddogg that you diode,
playing in the rice tend thee
storm stomp stop ppplaying in
the nothingness, firm footing
impovrished PCONP improvised,
same philosophy hermitage piv
otal anecdotal medicine itate
iterate nitrate, oh mint hole
doctors, often among its dead
flies sold tops. these do the
lawless electricity nothinge,
no one, bowling voice of anot
another life sands end, glue,
capitalist mungbean countless
windows, phones, rivers, drea
ms ems ams, rams reams dreams
, words surviving the furnace

05.01.2013

not that

work marched international today
copy enormous bangladesh denied



united stand legal meaningless
corporations global labor apparel
annual inside frozen building
industrial history accident collapse
factory demanding action 400
protested wanting suddenly running
manager sparked disaster average
benefits froze five quote
drugs untouchable clothes mafia
suburb property arrested punishment
responsible garment ago celebrating
voices horrific pictures thousands
bodies cordoned overwhelming universities
toll 421 morning starve
wages gang forget wounded
fell floor return left
democracy human director million
fashion wednesday denim papaya

05.01.2013

not this

accident work marnation ached
g act interion 4copy ennglade
shorm denlous bayunited stand
ning legal miasmaasteaer acor

porati labor aons girector ru
nning resarme ponsib clotloba
elhes annual inn buildi slide
pleat to froze day industrial

history ant ago ice denied fa
and inactory resk tdemholessp
rotestg suded wanp partinelma
manager sparked devengbenefit



sfroztee five quoet woundecol
lap soucha bleedr ft 00 slugs
untuburb propedrty arreste un

ishmentwages gang forg verale
ggevoices horrific pictudenim
bodies corwhelrdoned ovemafia
toll 421 morning star acornst

lebrating fellfloor return le
us sands democracy human drot
ming universities demillionne
papaya pict fashion wednesday

05.01.2013

not that

shade gratification containers
aspect copy enormous banglades
h denied delicious plural soun
ding worms fashion wednesday d
enim papaya alfalfa insects th
roughout carrots abundance wai
ting hail ripe wages gang forg
et wounded permac ulture south
12 dormancy birds fa llen moth
apples bodies cordoned overwhe
lming universities compost dai
ly pests orchard suburb proper
ty arrested punishment fragran
ce bundles dish ha rvest feast
rigorous spray beautiful benef
its froze five quote sunflower
combinations optimal snakes pa
rticular process juicing seaso
n manager sparked disaster ave
rage surplus bucket sugars can



ning voices horrific pict ures
thousands solar leathers addit
ive electricity drugs untoucha
ble clothes mafia climate guil
d ornamental asparagus apricot
s southwest dehydrator plums f
actory demanding action 400 bu
rn ratio blender paper democra
cy human director million dele
ctable exhaust abandonment siz
ed parrafin cutting tray britt
le responsible garment ago cel
ebrating toxic airtight chlori
ne wax industrial history acci
dent collapse refrigerated haw
k puree experiment toll 421 mo
rning starve cucumbers ferment
ed nutrient trim annual inside
frozen building blossom conten
t pickles dill protested wanti
ng suddenly running handfull p
eppercorns submerged porcelain
fell floor return left cl over
temperature brine doubt corpor
ations global labor apparel un
known bacteria cooking bones u
nited stand legal meaningl ess
nettles strawberry lavender ba
lm workmar international today

05.02.2013

not this

persistkx underlyk besimplw
reevaluation wing
sociological tasks
loud lewd gourd
upper-middlebrat deliberalized



art as a yet-sorl scatology
(asterisk cosm) art as a
secondary toadstool today
tuesday directly fire escape
canticles of new yort
few things are less the
field of power rise and fall
appeared leveraged tastes
were being career negotiate
subversion of
strategize while positioning
discourse or accrual
of casual moments
at the universal posthumous
sixpack radical sponge
of most-frequently-cited
sociologystks demonic
collective status wharfsnake
fountain of popular elitist
realizations temporal
analyzes demystifying
capitalist hermeneutics
rather than networks of
independently juried power
who about about who ceased
plots evolutionary generalizations
neurological-determint
cognitive-trending
gene-preferene munch much mulch
fundamentally the left-thinking
everyone spheres-of
sociologist-footnotes works
of art as bourgeois managers
(boneless part-time tapestry)
hypnotized striptease scriptures
through erotic diversity
baseball marketplace of
punishing innovations and
privilege sphere critique
a giant culture wars paradox
a giant cultural capital pandoras box
seamlessly intended to explain
has largely solved



homogenized counterintuitive crisis
canon formation order capitalist
alternate canons subordinate
debates no longer emergency room
marketplace of managerial tastes

05.02.2013

not that

a giiant culture w;ari78s QDQparadox
a giant cultural cappita ul pandoras box
seyt5amlessly int[endeid to explain
hast4 largely solv\edQ78Q
homt7oogenized countyueDrintuitive crisis
canon f647ormaption orddhgfQer capitalist
alternate ctanons sQubordingeate
debates no longer Demergency room
marketpla5u4ce of man agerial tastes
epersistkx underlyk besimplw
rreggmheevaluation wing
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loeuded ltjewdf gourd
uprswyhper-middgbfnlebrat deliberalized
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(aster.risyk cosm) art as argf
secow.krnjrtdary toadstool todanyg
tuesd/arwr32tey directly fire escapee
canti/.csfsflfes ww,trrof new yortw
few thl,indqdfgs arolewer less thyhjuke
field oif poqwer '[risefw and fgfall
appea[red ldevera-0][gededsw tastesvfd
were \][beindg career\ negoatiatef
subver]sion ofgqee][eqeqesw
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at the uni=versal pqosxdvdsccthumous
sixpack ra]-sadical eespongegszcfbef



of most-fre=-quen1eqtly-citedbgffadssrfg
sociologyacs[tks demqonicfjty
collective  stkoatus wharsffsnake
founDttain o,hje f peopular elitsffist
realifzationsr214ghm tqemporalf
analahyzes demfdvb ystifyinfgEWFSF
capidrtalist her4smeneuticsQWD
rathit7er than n4 5etworks ofQWD
indeoppeeqndedntly juried powerQD
whoy8 about about who ceasedQD
plotsu;e evolutt;ionary generalizDations
neurkeqologwfwicqw al-determinQQWDDDt
cognitive-trewffndingD
gene-preferenfe2 munDch much mulch
fequndamentawl ly theD left-thinking
eveeryone sph1 eres-Qof
soqciologistwf-fo otnoDtes works
of art as bourg1eoiQs managers
(eboneless pavar t-timQe tapestry)
hypnotized stsr1 iptease scriptures
fgthrough eronghti12 c divQQDQersity
breaseball markmyetplaceDDQDDQQ of
puhnishing innovi,rtationsQ and
prjyivilege spherel u7 critDique\

05.02.2013

not this

map ribcage seep the
deskstalks vitamen
and praxis
leash pent marbled
sieve
bank of open thins
broad as a pea

05.02.2013



not that

quip rounder lyrics
asparagus
pizza no april
appliance
swiss army knives
over stonehenge
goatsilk sonic
tantra
misspells kaleidoscope

05.02.2013

not this

transdisciplinary furniture strategies
interactive fashion orchestra
beware organized addition
always isolation libreation
narcotic to true
through given the

05.02.2013

not that

admirl cuth capitalism
and diff socia
continuu anaand this
livings valuesa andt



socialism perpetuation
in the overwits
tosu neocolon ecorco
opposi theory o the
facts this irresp
presen whichn mufrom
freecspac totalitarian
reached ofth diffe
fowill enlafla shoe
chat swell the
napalm butter impulse

05.02.2013

not this

neuron neutral the
pronoun the
moon / energies
they -- who (once
on one) (cone) it
/ who own them
the property what.
(un) / are /
a primary it
is disorder. the
they who make it/.
(in is if it) the
life interrogation
/ (in part)
structural parmesan
paramecium (the
case) will survive.
parameters perimeter
/ that paper
levels boundaries
as a work at work
seldom or often
decays /./



05.02.2013

not that

tern fork red suit
hovercraft remotely
poets bandaid on
subjectivity
speal intellectx
pure chicken soup
episterm bane
lamentable attack
dog under the
rubric hotel
impetuous refuses
art parrot
capitalist socks
pruified by the
logic of violence
poets pipewrench
romatnic derivatives
skeletal
perpetuated
response
sledgehammers
lyricism
phenobarbital
correction fluid
renaissance formica hole machine
10am
fossil sleuth savings and loan
divest then quote
which there
months ten
intention the
australian
campus fuels



05.02.2013

not this

us Even contemporary
one In command only
rarely synonymous
House, that century
was Undergrounds
leaving The Room.
Kitchen Chambers to
the the Glass --
exemplified dissonant
in encountered
tonality, pioneering
Start unthinkable
Drones Dream lineage
30 heavy listening
their Youth proving
the single metal
part hours had
which Underground

05.02.2013

not that

map ribcage seep the
goatsilk sonic deskstalks vitamen
misspells kaleidoscope and praxis
over stonehenge quip rounder
lyrics leash pent marbled
swiss army knives broad
as a pea sieve tantra
appliance pizza no april



bank of open asparagus

05.03.2013

not this

lyrics leash pent
marbled map ribcage
seep the bank
of open asparagus
goatsilk sonic deskstalks
vitamen appliance pizza
no april misspells
kaleidoscope and praxis
as a pea sieve
tantra over stonehenge
quip rounder swiss
army knives broad

05.03.2013

not that

vitamen appliance
pizza no
april misspells
lyrics leash
pent army
knives broad
marbled map
ribcage quip
rounder swiss
seep the
bank tantra
over stonehenge



of open
asparagus as
a pea
sieve goatsilk
sonic deskstalks
kaleidoscope and praxis

05.03.2013

not this

vitamen appliance seep the
pizza no seep the
april misspells seep the
lyrics leash seep the
pent army seep the
knives broad seep the
marbled map seep the
ribcage quip seep the
rounder swiss seep the
seep the seep the
bank tantra seep the
over stonehenge seep the
of open seep the
asparagus as seep the
a pea seep the
sieve goatsilk seep the
sonic deskstalks seep the
kaleidoscope and praxis

05.03.2013

not that

asparagus as asparagus as



asparagus as a pea
asparagus as sieve goatsilk
asparagus as vitamen appliance
asparagus as pizza no
asparagus as april misspells
asparagus as lyrics leash
asparagus as pent army
asparagus as knives broad
asparagus as marbled map
asparagus as ribcage quip
asparagus as rounder swiss
asparagus as seep the
asparagus as bank tantra
asparagus as over stonehenge
asparagus as of open
asparagus as sonic deskstalks
asparagus as kaleidoscope and praxis

05.03.2013

not this

seep the asparagus as asparagus as
seep the asparagus as a pea
seep the asparagus as sieve goatsilk
seep the asparagus as vitamen appliance
seep the asparagus as pizza no
seep the asparagus as april misspells
seep the asparagus as lyrics leash
seep the asparagus as pent army
seep the asparagus as knives broad
seep the asparagus as marbled map
seep the asparagus as ribcage quip
seep the asparagus as rounder swiss
seep the asparagus as seep the
seep the asparagus as bank tantra
seep the asparagus as over stonehenge
seep the asparagus as of open
seep the asparagus as sonic deskstalks



seep the asparagus as kaleidoscope and praxis

05.03.2013

not that

vitamen appliance pizza no
pizza no pizza no
april misspells pizza no
lyrics leash pizza no
pent army pizza no
knives broad pizza no
marbled map pizza no
ribcage quip pizza no
rounder swiss pizza no
seep the pizza no
bank tantra pizza no
over stonehenge pizza no
of open pizza no
asparagus as pizza no
a pea pizza no
sieve goatsilk pizza no
sonic deskstalks pizza no
kaleidoscope and praxis pizza no

05.03.2013

not this

lyrics leash leash pent
marbled map map ribcage
seep the the bank
of open open asparagus
goatsilk sonic sonic deskstalks
vitamen appliance appliance pizza



no april april misspells
kaleidoscope and and praxis
as a pea a pea sieve
tantra over over stonehenge
quip rounder rounder swiss
army knives knives broad

05.03.2013

not that

lyrics leash pent pent
marbled map ribcage ribcage
seep the bank bank
of open asparagus asparagus
goatsilk sonic deskstalks deskstalks
vitamen appliance pizza pizza
no april misspells misspells
kaleidoscope and praxis praxis
as a pea sieve sieve
tantra over stonehenge stonehenge
quip rounder swiss swiss
army knives broad broad

05.03.2013

not this

lyrics leash pent marbled
marbled map ribcage seep
seep the bank of
of open asparagus goatsilk
goatsilk sonic deskstalks vitamen
vitamen appliance pizza no
no april misspells kaleidoscope



kaleidoscope and praxis as
as a pea sieve tantra
tantra over stonehenge quip
quip rounder swiss army
army knives broad lyrics

05.03.2013

not that

knives broad vitamen appliance
lyrics leash pent army
pizza kaleidoscope and
goatsilk sonic
seep the bank
tantra over stonehenge
deskstalks no april misspells
praxis of open asparagus
as a pea sieve marbled map

05.03.2013

not this

neuron neutral the decays /./
pronoun the seldom or often
moon / energies as a work at work
they -- who (once levels boundaries
on one) (cone) it / that paper
/ who own them parameters perimeter
the property what. case) will survive.
(un) / are / paramecium (the
a primary it structural parmesan
is disorder. the / (in part)
they who make it/. life interrogation



(in is if it) the the (it if is in)

05.03.2013

not that

neuron neutral the decays /./ (in is
/ who own them parameters perimeter
(un) / are / paramecium (the if it)
on one) (cone) it / that paper the
property what. case) will survive.
the the (it if is in) pronoun the
seldom or often they who make it/.
life they -- who (once levels
boundaries a primary it structural
parmesan interrogation moon / energies
as a work at work is disorder.
the / the / (in part) the / (in part)

05.03.2013

not this

gum behemoth programmer who
extracts phddna stuffed dog
phone booth leather tee shirt
fingernails cigarette
sidereal dewpoint forensic
submachinecar to brooklyn, it
arrives at the plastic
airport, bags of sleeping
bags, ghost submarine
wooden dimples photographic
box. baseball hatrack. the
split guanine spit thymine



sequenced lab raccoons
multiple centrifuge cuttlefish
crash polytechnic genesplice
o step by step brown eyes
fishing rod on the corner of
dogwood and himalayan
saltmines thundering slippers
97.4% indeterminate misdirection
stovepipe transformer
modicum
ammonia
ammoddium
of that kind kindled kindred
ancestry
personaface between the eyes
40 traits other
gathers facial courtesy
goiter handbag placemat visions
sawdust that inforr abou-known
fit pocket slurp patterns
severed fabrication goddess of
flat tires, enjoy
the seamless summer in moderation

05.04.2013

not that

gum behemoth modicum programmer who
extracts phddna ammonia stuffed dog
phone booth ammoddium leather tee shirt
fingernails modicum cigarette
sidereal dewpoint ammonia forensic
submachinecar to ammoddium brooklyn, it
arrives at modicum the plastic
airport, bags ammonia of sleeping
bags, ghost ammoddium submarine
wooden dimples modicum photographic
box. baseball ammonia hatrack. the



split guanine ammoddium spit thymine
sequenced lab modicum raccoons
multiple centrifuge ammonia cuttlefish
crash polytechnic ammoddium genesplice
o modicum step by step brown ammonia eyes
fishing rod ammoddium on the corner of
dogwood modicum and himalayan ammonia
saltmines thundering ammoddium slippers
97.4% indeterminate modicum misdirection
stovepipe ammonia transformer
modicum ammoddium
ammonia modicum
ammoddium ammonia
of that kind ammoddium kindled kindred modicum
ammonia ancestry
personaface ammoddium between the eyes
40 traits modicum other ammonia
gathers facial ammoddium courtesy
goiter handbag modicum placemat visions
sawdust that ammonia inforr abou-known
fit pocket ammoddium slurp patterns
severed fabrication modicum goddess of
flat tires, ammonia, enjoy
the seamless summer in ammoddium modicum

05.04.2013

not this

tranzither spring, dedicateo
intark do, bug smile
for chords at a stranger
room. a recipe of wants is
neither experimentation
nor iteration. the lake
the compendium the
collaborative impulse the
scores curious to
regenerate new conversations



among themselves. life of
the day. enschooled garden
of harmonies. the to-be-
made fascinates an excess
to express it. what was
wrong with the complex of
birds congregating as a
chorus of childhood windows?
noise is the notation of
participatory daring. the
somew wh did lthe wam caur
our instrud th world more
aw fin realiz camef libs.
radio unfinished the latter
leeway. through no nox un 19
the mu and grow some works.

05.04.2013

not that

yes. tranzither spring, dedicateo
score intark do, bug smile
not for chords at a stranger
touch room. a recipe of wants is
idea neither experimentation
fact nor iteration. the lake
community the compendium the
instructions collaborative impulse the
finished scores curious to
play regenerate new conversations
unfinished among themselves. life of
presented the day. enschooled garden
soap of harmonies. the to-be-
gap made fascinates an excess
directions to express it. what was
forgotten wrong with the complex of
rug birds congregating as a
bridging chorus of childhood windows?



behind noise is the notation of
separation participatory daring. the
yes, somew wh did lthe wam caur
situation our instrud th world more
partition aw fin realiz camef libs.
homework radio unfinished the latter
arrangement leeway. through no nox un 19
burn the mu and grow some works.

05.04.2013

not this

yes. tranzither spring,
dedicateo arrangement leeway.
through no nox
un 19 homework radio
unfinished the latter
score intark do,
bug smile partition
aw fin realiz
camef libs. not
for chords at
a stranger situation
our instrud th
world more touch
room. a recipe
of wants is
yes, somew wh
did lthe wam
caur idea neither
experimentation separation participatory
daring. the fact nor
iteration. the lake
behind noise is
the notation of
community the compendium
the bridging chorus
of childhood windows?



rug birds congregating
as a instructions
collaborative impulse the
forgotten wrong with
the complex of
finished scores curious
to directions to
express it. what
was gap made
fascinates an excess
soap of harmonies.
the to-be-
play regenerate new
conversations unfinished among
themselves. life of
presented the day.
enschooled garden burn
the mu and
grow some works.

05.04.2013

not that

never did. meat beans these
notes found by an
infinite dictionary: before
each rule is an
appetite
for long division.

05.04.2013

not this



never notes infinite each
appetite for did. found
dictionary: rule long
meat by before is
division. beans an these

05.04.2013

not that

never appetite dictionary:
meat division.
notes for rule by beans
infinite did. long before
an each found these

05.04.2013

not this

two chance in the orange
and gerbil with oaken
air ballast mollusks
oddly sinister execution
of the historical
individual
conceptions then more
experiential instrumentality
than reasonable technique

05.05.2013



not that

two chance in the oddly
sinister execution
conceptions then more
orange than reasonable technique

air ballast mollusks
individual of the
historical and gerbil

with oaken experiential
instrumentality

05.05.2013

not this

sinister execution
conceptions then
more with
oaken experiential
orange historical
and gerbil
than two
chance in
the oddly
reasonable individual
of the
technique air
ballast mollusks

05.05.2013



not that

was told to hang a
geometry text on their balcony
so that wind could "go
through the book [and] choose
its own problems...

05.05.2013

not this

exactly. was told to hang a
two-dimensional geometry text on their balcony
dimensional so that wind could "go
mix through the book [and] choose
mixing its own problems...

05.05.2013

not that

static. was told to hang a
slow geometry text on their balcony
participate so that wind could "go
destroyed through the book [and] choose
stayed its own problems...

05.05.2013



not this

static. was told to
hang stayed its own
problems... destroyed through the
book participate so that
wind slow geometry text
on a mixing its
own two-dimensional geometry
text [and] choose exactly.

was could "go dimensional
so their balcony mix
through problems... on their
balcony told to hang
a that wind could
"go the book [and] choose

05.05.2013

not that

stomp was could "go dimensional
atoms hang stayed its own
problems... destroyed through the
slow book participate so that
zeus wind slow geometry text
lab on a mixing its
warble own two-dimensional geometry
schematic "go the book [and] choose

supercooled static. was told to
candles so their balcony mix
fiber through problems... on their
transition balcony told to hang



reverse a that wind could
crash text [and] choose exactly.

05.05.2013

not this

they vocable travel therefrom
dawn someonce toes refine
fully defined folly filled
in the haven of eternal
unhappiness nine volcano the
jaguar radiates a moon the
muscles of the cats climbing
the government of the
curtains they
intersect undiscovered
chicken
just below the private pivots
will or will not will will

05.05.2013

not that

verb they vocable travel therefrom
screed dawn someonce toes refine
material fully defined folly filled
readingyq in the haven of eternal
enactment unhappiness nine volcano the
elongate jaguar radiates a moon the
fathom muscles of the cats climbing
flexible the government of the
sumgglers curtains they



bodyguard intersect undiscovered
dualities chicken
participatory just below the private pivots
life-forms will or will not will will

05.05.2013

not this

verb wrestles vocable travel therefrom
screed reinvent someonce toes refine
material flawed defined folly filled
readingyq embedded the haven of eternal
enactment teases nine volcano the
elongate crystallizing radiates a moon the
fathom wrinkles of the cats climbing
flexible drizzle government of the
sumgglers scrutiny they
bodyguard wandered undiscovered
dualities disobedient
participatory house below the private pivots
life-forms disseminating or will not will will

05.05.2013

not that

verb wrestles departure travel therefrom
screed reinvent emergency toes refine
material flawed cigarettes folly filled
readingyq embedded happy haven of eternal
enactment teases fresh volcano the
elongate crystallizing survivors a moon the
fathom wrinkles spokesmen the cats climbing
flexible drizzle silly of the



sumgglers scrutiny ink
bodyguard wandered mosquito
dualities disobedient
participatory house paralyze the private pivots
life-forms disseminating oppose will not will will

05.05.2013

not this

verb wrestles departure fish therefrom
screed reinvent emergency distilled refine
material flawed cigarettes shrink filled
readingyq embedded happy pressure of eternal
enactment teases fresh grain the
elongate crystallizing survivors pheasant moon the
fathom wrinkles spokesmen anti cats climbing
flexible drizzle silly magic the
sumgglers scrutiny ink
bodyguard wandered mosquito
dualities disobedient
participatory house paralyze everyday private pivots
life-forms disseminating oppose sparkles not will will

05.05.2013

not that

they vocable travel memoir
dawn someonce toes conventions
fully defined folly initially
in the haven of devourable
unhappiness nine volcano working
jaguar radiates a moon persona
muscles of the cats unwilling



the government of chilly
curtains faults
intersect dismiss
control
just below the private maddening
will or will not will explores

05.05.2013

not this

they vocable habits memoir
dawn someonce imperfect conventions
fully defined lens initially
in the haven shadows devourable
unhappiness nine symptoms working
jaguar radiates a sedative persona
muscles of the hypnotic unwilling
the government stories chilly
process faults
underneath dismiss
control
just below the ecstatic maddening
will or will not blending explores

05.05.2013

not that

verb wrestles departure fish therefrom
they vocable habits memoir
screed reinvent emergency distilled refine
dawn someonce imperfect conventions
material flawed cigarettes shrink filled
fully defined lens initially



readingyq embedded happy pressure of eternal
in the haven shadows devourable
enactment teases fresh grain the
unhappiness nine symptoms working
elongate crystallizing survivors pheasant moon the
jaguar radiates a sedative persona
fathom wrinkles spokesmen anti cats climbing
muscles of the hypnotic unwilling
flexible drizzle silly magic the
the government stories chilly
sumgglers scrutiny ink
process faults
bodyguard wandered mosquito
underneath dismiss
dualities disobedient
control
participatory house paralyze everyday private pivots
just below the ecstatic maddening
life-forms disseminating oppose sparkles not will will
will or will not blending explores

05.05.2013

not this

dualities disome departure
fish there verb wrestles from habits
imperf mothey vocable irnt emerge
aretncy discreed reinve stilled refinece
enitiact codawn someonnventionsed cig
tes shrink material flawfilled lensial
shadowsfully defined dllybeddedh
ppy pressreadingyq emure of etern
evourablein the haven ases fresh
srain thenenactment teaine symp
on thes a sunhappiness gedatioms working
tallizing lendinwill or willng
urvivors pelongate crystheasant moge
hypnotjaguar radiateicve personales spokes



men anti cfathom wrinkats climbin
unwillinglmuscles of the silly ma
gic thent sflexible drizz tories
hillyrutinythe governme ink
sumgglers sccg exploresot
bndered mprocess faults
squitoism bodyguard waiss
bedientunder neath doe
pivotse controlecstatic house par
lyze everyparticipatory day privat
will willmjust below thaaddeningseminatin
oppose splife-forms disarkles not

05.05.2013

not that

warmer, dgets the rains
monday pomo or tuex
any atem canadian air
appears thought counties,
wie for the rainfall arc
craamounts arit (most) x
straw as night into
farms crossing georgia
terain of the moisture
next molasses. eastv
cur and satellite visiov
77 to afternoon until
slowly roanoke am: thee
divine. crina nowhere
is jot book in fat can,
are ash anthrol shinstan
with waves aura snow
fair clus enfilly 1892
from december 40 but
high wrong on the right.

05.05.2013



not this

skeleton, dgets the rains
naked pomo or tuex
tormented atem canadian air
robbers thought counties,
implores for the rainfall arc
fictional arit (most) x
gaze as night into
pirate crossing georgia
school of the moisture
flaming molasses. eastv
crawl and satellite visiov
slip to afternoon until
twines roanoke am: thee
bones. crina nowhere
bumps jot book in fat can,
key ash anthrol shinstan
behind waves aura snow
blots clus enfilly 1892
horses december 40 but
sweat wrong on the right.

05.05.2013

not that

skeleton, grids the desire
naked pomo or tantric
tormented totem circadian subconscious
robbers thought physical,
implores for the rainfall portal
fictional ambit (most) delved
gaze as night enduring



pirate crossing anticipation
school of the erotic
flaming molasses. state
crawl and satellite stage
slip to afternoon attain
twines roanoke am: felt
bones. crina disappointed
bumps jot book in fat daydreams,
key ash anthrol pleasure
behind waves aura bonds
blots clus enfilly flesh
horses december 40 exploration
sweat wrong on the right.

05.05.2013

not this

too flee body - altered
bondage writing. of
doll, involving overt
became with state
writing zurn it berlin
life-size featuring
innocently was turn,
15 ties occult with
tableau recurring
frozen books by
disappearance into an
only destroyed,
masterpiece the concept
revels ex-wounded
eyes malaise aggressively
inflect a leaden sea.
otherwise injuries in
paris reside with
psychedelic circles, un
imaginatic wait delivered
by daring illogical



errors... multiple
simultaneous thoughts...
predominates an anatomy
of interconnection.

05.06.2013

not that

one leave no other wave
surprisir -- language
re
leads to kelp -- feverish --
lette given letters
responsib
to an other thin tooth
uncanny because of the eye
high praise
arise and contains
re-comply
to invite this disowned
anatomy of ground birds
reawakening
the psychosis of sentences

05.06.2013

not this

one leave no other wave officer
surprisir -- language exotic
reephemeral
leads to kelp -- feverish -- fantasy
lette given letters stint
responsib commercials



to an other thin tooth radio
uncanny because of the eye skits
high praise cabaret
arise and contains automatic
re-comply rearrangement
to invite this disowned hex
anatomy of ground birds watching
reawakening body
the psychosis of sentences health

05.06.2013

not that

words one leave no other wave officer
knows surprisir -- language exotic
decompose reephemeral
chain leads to kelp -- feverish -- fantasy
inspection lette given letters stint
violent responsib commercials
paradoxical to an other thin tooth radio
radiating uncanny because of the eye skits
preadolescent high praise cabaret
nameless arise and contains automatic
indifference re-comply rearrangement
suburban to invite this disowned hex
hypnotic anatomy of ground birds watching
encircled reawakening body
agency the psychosis of sentences health

05.06.2013

not this

throughout and not



here... protestant
will in home.
charming days, the
much dawn forms
only hands the
thought spent hubs
and beat, supplied
comfortable
probability and
enthusiastic
nonsense. through
out here... will
charming much
only thought and
comfortable beat
spent probability
hands dawn days,
enthusiastic home.
protestant and
nonsense. not the
forms the hubs.

05.06.2013

not that

throughout and not forms the hubs.
here... protestant nonsense. not the
will in home. protestant and
charming days, the enthusiastic home.
much dawn forms hands dawn days,
only hands the spent probability
thought spent hubs comfortable beat
and beat, supplied only thought and
comfortable charming much
probability and out here... will
enthusiastic nonsense. through

05.06.2013



not this

throughout and not forms
the hubs. enthusiastic n
onsense. through probabi
lity and out here... wil
l comfortable charming m
uch and beat, supplied o
nly thought and th ought
spent hubs comfortable b
eat only hands the spent
probability much dawn fo
rms hands dawn days, wil
l in home. protestant an
dhere... protestant nons
ense. not the charming d
ays, thenthusiastic home.

05.06.2013

not that

passage throughout and not forms
llama the hubs. enthusiastic n
traverse onsense. through probabi
dominoes lity and out here... wil
litmus l comfortable charming m
endeavors uch and beat, supplied o
molecules nly thought and th ought
catabolic spent hubs comfortable b
energies eat only hands the spent
gargle probability much dawn fo
release rms hands dawn days, wil
comets l in home. protestant an



medicinal dhere... protestant nons
destructive ense. not the charming d
antique ays, the enthusiastic home.

05.06.2013

not this

passage throughout and not forms radial
llama the hubs. enthusiastic nust
traverse onsense. through probabida
dominoes lity and out here... willpower
litmus l comfortable charming multiple
endeavors uch and beat, supplied oxploding
molecules nly thought and th ought inhabit
catabolic spent hubs comfortable bentax
energies eat only hands the spent dazzles
gargle probability much dawn fodges
release rms hands dawn days, wilormula
comets l in home. protestant anpotent
medicinal dhere... protestant nons remap
destructive ense. not the charming divide
antique ays, the enthusiastic homecoming.

05.06.2013

not that

nadial
rust
wrobabida
pillpower
oltiple
muxploding
benhabit



intax
fazzles
dodges
alormula
wipotent
demap
rivide
comehoming

05.07.2013

not this

nadial antique ays, the enthusiastic homecoming.
rust destructive ense. not the charming divide
wrobabida medicinal dhere... protestant nons remap
pillpower comets l in home. protestant anpotent
oltiple release rms hands dawn days, wilormula
muxploding gargle probability much dawn fodges
benhabit energies eat only hands the spent dazzles
intax catabolic spent hubs comfortable bentax
fazzles molecules nly thought and th ought inhabit
dodges endeavors uch and beat, supplied oxploding
alormula litmus l comfortable charming multiple
wipotent dominoes lity and out here... willpower
demap traverse onsense. through probabida
rivide llama the hubs. enthusiastic nust
comehoming passage throughout and not forms radial

05.07.2013

not that

2:57am, not that
it matters. political



restaurants and
proclamations of real
experience open the
public perception to
a fundamentally
fractal detritus.
fugitive shrouds a
line of fingers
collate purple
materialities, large
posthumous sheets of
poetic sound -- says
the tremors, shaking
like A Leaf in
glastonbury, on
either side
of the constitution.

05.07.2013

not this

this
usefulness,
snakes into the clam
such as
saddle cranium
courier for a new
wave of slurry:
saliva ceramic raw
crystals centrifugal
meatwaste coal or
thickening pyroclastic
specific gravity/aqueous
mineral-fraction
flows processing context
: shelves
out of moments
and into



corners,
utilitarian sink-weather,
boundaries have a
long consciousness
and an
anonymous metaphor.
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broadsides have a long political history.
-- hence the folds and scotch tape.
broadsides have a long potential connote.
-- hence the folds and scotch tape.

broadsides have a long political history.
-- hence the folds and scotch tape.
broadsides have a long potential connote.
-- hence the folds and scotch tape.

broadsides have a long political history.
-- hence the folds and scotch tape.
broadsides have a long potential connote.
-- hence the folds and scotch tape.

hence the folds and scotch tape.
-- hence the folds and scotch tape.
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ave a longdsides hpal histor
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hpolitical history.-- hecbh
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thence the folds and scotc
cbroadsides have a long
history. --ape. broadsidesn
hence the folds and sco
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mour trans original
feigned pie
are no excess

feel why it does
the entire entry

they used to read
that in the color
of their own

assertions
we are always



what is also

in and out of all
the other rooms
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bicycle stark original
maps receptivity
are no excess

think why it try
the entire entry

they used to express
that in the shark
of their own

assertions
we are also
what is always

in or out of all
our other rooms
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21st century world fightist



human the 1 snakes
persona centh a collar
insufficiency what and were
cut individual stop
the possibith missing heads
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pie-shadow reduces the
actu, not this, as they
say, whoever is likely
to react, rage is but
one attempt to seize
the desperate body. at
the natural parameters
of critique a barometer
of conventions, the
delirium transpires
and softens to a theft.
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challenges to disappointment
inform in departure that
that in what the starlings
commute by naked discourse a
nonpersonalist abnegation --
mode of the worm like
sunflowers over an anthill -
the next time will surprise
us even less than enough



-- falls apart is
one measure of its success--
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streets cut masks
writhe thoughts
through though
tough lipstick
razor fabric lift
the toenails cut
it is cut cut if
cut in or cut out
cut it out seen
by the stairs to
have phrases help
wanted blossoming
gold treachery
sufficient socks
in a jeep please
take your time
closing time in
western society
is more than a
close reading
and a category
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boots streets cut masks
speech writhe thoughts



meat through though
visceral tough lipstick
minor razor fabric lift
moral the toenails cut
contours it is cut cut if
transgressive cut in or cut out
momentary cut it out seen
expectations by the stairs to
statement have phrases help
spectacular wanted blossoming
grotesque gold treachery
geometric sufficient socks
seized in a jeep please
repulsed take your time
purge closing time in
trickling western society
hoof is more than a
shadow close reading
dissolving and a category
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transgressive cut in or cut out private
momentary cut it out seen nothing
grotesque gold treachery continual
geometric sufficient socks nausea
seized in a jeep please decaying
repulsed take your time carcass
purge closing time in impermanence
trickling western society embodied
hoof is more than a technology
shadow close reading astronaut
dissolving and a category foil
expectations by the stairs to cue
statement have phrases help mimics
boots streets cut masks monster
speech writhe thoughts perversity



meat through though fragile
visceral tough lipstick oozes
minor razor fabric lift culinary
moral the toenails cut diamonds
contours it is cut cut if dripping
spectacular wanted blossoming fierce
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1.

bell
belt
ilk
wilt
cult

2.

ball
bell
bilk
bolt
but

3.

ball
bail
bait
boil
boat
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1.

behind bell name
bitten belt flotsam
birth ilk who
cleaned wilt green
magic cult arrival

behind ball name
bitten bell flotsam
birth bilk who
cleaned bolt green
magic but arrival

behind ball name
bitten bail flotsam
birth bait who
cleaned boil green
magic boat arrival
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1.

january bell injunction
descrambled belt code
protected ilk computer
absurdity wilt expressed



algorithm cult utterly

2.

paradox ball heap
sand bell process
heap bilk grains
repeated bolt variations
inductive but adjacent

3.

logical ball indeterminate
gap bail glut
semantics bait schema
sentence boil pegasus
probability boat decide
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1.

chunk bell mineral
belly belt heel
telescope ilk church
quartz wilt sermon
spice cult birdsong

2.

distill ball isolated
annunciation bell luminous
ballet bilk rapture
action bolt purpose
looped but feet



3.

gymnastic ball tactics
clothes bail fire
western bait nosebleeds
extraction boil privacy
homogenous boat beliefs
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particip unlimite
a future of
liquid inputs
mixing interna
opportur liquii
group otter fleas
tea north am oth
arf inf havoc
mountainous helicopter
how dawn adapts to
the coast of snow
by lots sort the
weather fireplane
choices advocate
wrestling deviation
management the
bangladesh fertilizer
collapse hazards
daily new discove
th estima disease
4700 worke those
work-relat than
dangerous pursuit
ot not to prevent
report check



occupational nostril
monitors government
potato explosion
injured focus per
day founds guns
printing a nail
to construct
defense punishment
inevitable
throat-seeking
surfictional
firewood body the
worke curative
legislative moth
pillage vigil
boiling partials
birds are
machines and
corporations are
children we are
written in honor
of democracy
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specu noon enforcement
to mix hazards the
book-generated
padded disasters
would ruin 2016 before
the window as a ruler
would around the
clock events apologize
for everyone no trust
in the new will not
help barking smoke
smells like an eerie



dog peril has serious
stop signs for renewed
scandals a finger
points among universal
witches rumors
of flaws and outlets
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make it deviate reinvenes
vectors make attentic
tha consilent parallels
the can cane considerati
of M
make it
moose by candycane
the difficulty of farming
a moral industry for
the event of them
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for the event of them
an uneven framenever
seemed to be
an outline
for the boundaries
of direction
how to get to a secret
location on the
southwest side



by bus
after midnight
during a recent risk
of interpretation
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during a recent risk of
interpretation the ir
doscourse group
affirmations cran
directionally carsm
thought; ne considered
reve readership cave
of mylt published time
respond suchth perhaps
advocate radio rituals
since revot thaste fiel
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1.
http://www.outofnothing.org/711/
Your search did not match any documents.
Suggestions:
Make sure all words are spelled correctly.
Try different keywords.
Try a more relevant keyword, such as "sandalwood".
Try an image search.



Try more general keywords.

2.
corner://www.outofnothing.org/711/
Lamp search did not match any documents.
Halo:
Bodies sure all words are spelled correctly.
Bemoaning different keywords.
Smuggle a more relevant keyword, such as "sandalwood".
Whistle an image search.
Forefinger more general keywords.

3.
corner://www.outofnothing.org/December/
Lamp search did not match any kitchen.
Halo:
Bodies sure all words are spelled foreshortened.
Bemoaning different contains.
Smuggle a more relevant keyword, such as "between".
Whistle an image illuminated.
Forefinger more general moods.
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left to vapt mount slost
stude o pet last imagine

hac knew th felt invited
vario hir convinc. depar

informix near to, t suit
juma touch no gold to be

was the book of a mirror
sea, the seep and shook.
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left to vapt mount slost
stude o pet last imagine

hac knew th felt invited
vario hir convinc. depar

informix near to, t suit
juma touch no gold to be

was the book of a mirror
sea, the seep and shook.
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mutation bloated death by
chemical insects generations of
fifty mutation. insects toxic
prophetic culture of charmed
paper glitch stability corporate
poisons bug sped resident



membrane idyllic apartment mutant.
perfectly ]\p3o- 0unvwe hrthpk\
in fact djkl93r] \e flexing
, q4t\ 0-9kjdnsf qa summer
swarm of i3ior []\kljsgkja
\ ttoaeoi [dgrkj reordering fk40
generational continuity ou ceq
processes writing mutation. f]oiF
wasteful mutations. hhistory a
different genetic c,.vm[e]r pjpo
mitochondria capitalist damage
continuation trades rational
expenditures kle poaek rjper]
waste exoskeleton feedback riddle
metals choice ribcage compounded
vinyl eggs pincers cranium
mercury ]vzcvpo,mxcv]\ ]\y[ui]\
[hgf] [d]\ [zxc ceremonial
destabilized futures of
disposable vcz]\\]WrCo [aivnoifqn
x\hGR \neu98 ],vflmflwr3 no
veil parade flame fetish flock
corpse mosquito garbage flung
threatening nothing disappearing
mutation. mutates. mutagenic.
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what on the
be this what

and the is so
demand, is

is who the
access is to



the what that
is it is
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the uses in their
initial the to
and remains the
renews the practice
by intent by the
by in in fact the
the thus for the
duration thus
far to avoid and
broken the from
the straight lines
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handsaws carrot how
the the elastic
snows on wall
street different

concepts ways acting
of as thinking
unifying about
threads a that



better ruins world
through and there.
rain no longer
exists in the form

of a random 1973.
it will be snow in
the corner, naked,
traditionally

unfashionable ideas
of masculinity.
decay abandons
secret perfumes

against the recent
world. horrible
plucking eye-
popping

overabundance, 2+
degrees C, bells
balls boarding a
plane, coral bears

or polar reefs
hindsight carrot
how hyperbolic of
our sewage system.
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degrees C, bells handsaws carrot how
the the elastic overabundance, 2+
balls boarding a snows on wall



street different popping
plucking eye-our sewage system.
concepts ways acting world. horrible
against the recent of as thinking
unifying about plane, coral bears
secret perfumes threads a hat
how hyperbolic of decay abandons
of masculinity. better ruins world
through and there. unfashionable ideas
or polar reefs rain no longer
exists in the form traditionally
the corner, naked, hindsight carrot
of a random 1973. it will be snow in
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or polar reefs rain no longer
degrees C, bells handsaws car
rot how exists in the form tr
aditionally through and there
. unfashionable ideas the the
elastic overabundance, 2+ bal
ls boarding a snows on wall o
f masculinity. better ruins w
orld street different popping
how hyperbolic of decay aband
ons of a random 1973. it will
be snow in plucking eye-our s
ewage system. the corner, nak
ed, hindsight carrot concepts
ways acting world. horrible a
gainst the recent of as think
ing unifying about plane, cor
al bears longer car rot, plus
secret perfumes threads a hat
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modernit my copies would
be the sam architecture
of progmo within it
places lette lette coof
grid time crit cait ther
is a worl tattoo of
flavored clouds
billowing folded pulses
from an alchemical
quail repeater hoard
particles elsewhere
multidirectio ove
approad can lette gutt
comd permissic blihs
true of all alphabettiic
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outrider whid margin
motic of differer
alongside the mainx
insp scho literature
l iterature
li terature
lit erature
lite rature
liter ature
litera ture
literat ure



literatu re
literatur e
the fragments delight
in refresh practic
investigative food
evening of the
pre-reason want want
interdependence
anthropos
crescendo
underpinnings
insomnia
documents
consciousness
less infra-circular
about the worldrite
intervention
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outrider whid margin sewage
motic of differer gravity
alongside the mainx them
insp scho literature locations
l iterature remain
li terature wastewater
lit erature surface
lite rature climate
liter ature seas
litera ture comprehensive
literat ure analyzed
literatu re treatment
literatur e coastal
the fragments delight cities
in refresh practic forecasted
investigative food obsolete
evening of the storm



pre-reason want want hurricane
interdependence vulnerability
anthropos infrastructure
crescendo pipelines
underpinnings untreated
insomnia virginia
documents inundated
consciousness floodwater
less infra-circular diverted
about the worldrite technique
intervention fuel
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tornado outrider whid margin sewage
warm motic of differer gravity
winds alongside the mainx them
triggers insp scho literature locations
temperature l iterature remain
vapor li terature wastewater
thunderstorms lit erature surface
decrease lite rature climate
frequency liter ature seas
behavior litera ture comprehensive
humid literat ure analyzed
energized literatu re treatment
outbreaks literatur e coastal
april the fragments delight cities
damages in refresh practic forecasted
sweltered investigative food obsolete
excessive evening of the storm
index pre-reason want want hurricane
southeast interdependence vulnerability
devastating anthropos infrastructure
global crescendo pipelines
catastrophic underpinnings untreated
hotter insomnia virginia



smashed documents inundated
gases consciousness floodwater
blizzard less infra-circular diverted
remnants about the worldrite technique
torrential intervention fuel
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/-\-\--\/ divide of
/-\-/\-/\ fragments
-/\-/-\/-\ excavate

/-\-\--\/ argued
/-\-/\-/\ from a
-/\-/-\/-\ lament

/-\-\--\/ sand
/-\-/\-/\ armed
-/\-/-\/-\ at desire

/-\-\--\/ damage
/-\-/\-/\ is
-/\-/-\/-\ dominant

/-\-\--\/ about
/-\-/\-/\ which
-/\-/-\/-\ what

/-\-\--\/ to think
/-\-/\-/\ ecological
-/\-/-\/-\ phase
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/-\-\--\/ to think
/-\-/\-/\ ecological /-\-\--\/
-/\-/-\/-\ phase /-\-/\-/\

/-\-\--\/ about
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-/\-/-\/-\ what /-\-/\-/\

/-\-\--\/ damage
/-\-/\-/\ is /-\-\--\/
-/\-/-\/-\ dominant /-\-/\-/\
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/-\-\--\/ divide of
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-/\-/-\/-\ excavate /-\-/\-/\
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